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ABSTRACT

The Greco-Roman world produced two competing discourses on travel: while some 
writers associate travel with charlatans and outsiders, others valorize it as the way to 
acquire or demonstrate wisdom. Travel thus becomes a topos for assessing a per-
son’s character and clarifying power relationships. The Apocryphal Acts illustrate 
these concerns by raising and then refuting the characterization of the apostles as 
aimless, scheming vagabonds. Instead, they emerge as divinely ordained missionar-
ies charged with enlightening humanity to the message of God. At the same time, 
their teachings and deeds of power present a challenge to Roman spatial practices: 
not only do the apostles contest imperial claims of earthly domination through their 
world travel, but their reappropriation of social territory (e.g. house, prisons, grave-
yards) produce ‘counterspaces’ that subvert Rome’s constructions of these spaces. 
The ‘spatial stories’ in the Acts thus present alternative models for self-definition and 
social organization that invite their audiences to reimagine the ideological founda-
tions of the empire.

‘I am a way to you, the traveler’.
Acts of John 95

Among the many criticisms Celsus levels against Christianity are his dismissal 
of Jesus as a divine being who suffered for humanity and his insistence that 
Christians really did not want everyone throughout the world to convert to 
their faith. Tackling the charge against Jesus, Origen blames the Jews for
‘misrepresenting him as a vagabond and accusing him of living like an outcast 
who roamed around in a shameful body’.1 To correct this impression, Origen 
instead characterizes his earthly life as a pedagogical ‘journey’ (êpidjmía). 
His purpose was ‘not to judge the deeds of humanity before he taught them 
and gave them an example of how to live, and not to punish the wicked and 
save the good’. Instead, his intent was ‘to spread his word in an extraordinary 

1 Orig., C. Cels. 2.38: diabállontev plan®n katjgoroÕsin aûtoÕ Üv âlwménou kaì 
âlúontov ên âgenne⁄ sÉmati. Celsus also attacks Mary for ‘wandering disgracefully’ (planw-
ménj âtímwv) before giving birth to Jesus (C. Cels. 1.28). 
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way by divine power throughout the human race’.2 To refute the second claim, 
Origen underscores Christians’ missionary zeal: they ‘do not neglect to spread 
the word to the whole world. Some of them have even done the work of trave-
ling not only in cities, but also in villages and country homes so that they 
might make others pious toward God’.3

By defending early Christian traveling, Origen enters into a debate that had 
a long history in ancient literature. Should journeying be discouraged or valor-
ized? Was wandering a sign of aimlessness or did it have a purpose? Were 
sojourners inherently deceptive or fonts of eternal wisdom? As these questions 
suggest, such discourses were not concerned primarily with setting the histori-
cal record straight. On the contrary, to speak of travel in the ancient world was 
to make claims about identity and power. Tatian, for example, grounds his 
belief in Christianity’s superiority to Greek culture upon his ‘extensive travel 
on the earth’, while Tertullian’s slander of Marcion includes the observation 
that his home region of Pontus was populated by barbarians with ‘no fixed 
home’ who lived only to satisfy their basest desires.4 The Apocryphal Acts too 
join the conversation by detailing the itinerant lives of the apostles. These 
travel narratives provide a framework to elaborate upon the virtues of the 
apostles and to demonstrate how the Christian message reoriented citizens 
throughout the world to a new way of thinking and living. By drawing upon 
and modifying Greco-Roman discourses on travel, these ‘spatial stories’ por-
tray missionaries offering the uninitiated alternative models for self-definition 
and social organization that invite their audiences to reimagine the ideological 
foundations of the empire.

Travel in the Greco-Roman Tradition

Many ancient writers commented upon the dangerousness of travel and con-
trasted it with such marks of civilization as city and family.5 In these stories 
the traveler is an ‘aimless wanderer’ (âlßtjv; planßtjv), ‘vagabond’ 
(âlahÉn), and ‘exile’ (ƒugáv) for whom suffering is omnipresent. Odysseus, 

2 Orig., C. Cels. 2.38: oûxì krínein tà ânqrÉpwn kaì prò toÕ didázai kaì martúrasqai 
perì t¬n praktéwn kaì m® toùv mèn ponjroùv koláhein toùv d’ âgaqoùv s¬çhein, âllà 
spe⁄rai paradózwv tòn ëautoÕ lógon kaì metá tinov dunámewv qeiotérav pantì t¬ç 
ânqrÉpwn génei. 

3 Orig., C. Cels. 3.9: m® âmele⁄n toÕ pantaxoÕ t±v oîkouménjv êpispeírein tòn lógon. 
Tinèv goÕn ∂rgon pepoíjntai êkperiérxesqai oû mónon póleiv âllà kaì kÉmav kaì 
êpaúleiv, ÿna kaì ãllouv eûsebe⁄v t¬ç qe¬ç kataskeuáswsi. 

4 Tat., Or. 35.1: pollßn … êpiƒoitßsav g±n (see also Epic., Diss. III.22.69); Tert., Adv. 
Marc. I 1.3: ‘sedes incerta, vita cruda libido promiscua et plurimum nuda.’ Even settled Christian 
communities integrated movement into their identities by referring to themselves as ‘sojourners’ 
(1Pet. 1:1; 2:11; 1Clem. pref; 2Clem. 5.5; Mar. Poly. pref.) 

5 Hom., Od. 8.138; 15.343; Eur., Supp. 955-970; Pl., Ep. 7.350c-d; Philo, De gig. 67; Char., 
Call. 3.1.6; 5.1.5-6; Arr., Anab. 7.9.2; Luc., Ver. hist. 2.27. 
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the ‘man of many turns’ who ‘wandered much’ (pollà plágxqj) and ‘suf-
fered many woes (pollá … páqen ãlgea) in his heart’ (Od. 1.1-2, 4), is the 
quintessential model of this type.6 As a liminal figure, the traveler is also a 
‘stranger’ (zénov), cunning, mysterious, and even mad, whose appearance 
elicits wariness and suspicion.7 This stereotype generated a connection between 
‘wandering’ (âljteía) and ‘deceit’ (âpátj)8 that later philosophers reappro-
priate along moral lines by arguing that error and ignorance are signs of intel-
lectual instability.9 The Tablet of Cebes offers a cautionary tale on this form of 
‘mental’ wandering: the point of life, so the text asserts, is for people to reject 
the ‘error’ and ‘ignorance’ of the goddess Deceit so that they might not ‘wan-
der about aimlessly’ (plan¬ntai eîk±) over the earth.10

Still, the Tablet does offer a positive assessment of travel by detailing the 
virtues of moving toward wisdom. These travelers receive instructions ‘to flee’ 
(ƒeúgein) from ‘aimless and fickle’ (eîk± kaì âbebaíwv) Fortune toward 
‘Education’ (Paideía), who purifies them of Deceit’s vices and allows them 
to receive the gift of ‘true knowledge’ (êpistßmj).11 With the assistance of 
the other virtues, Education then leads these people to ascend to a high citadel 
where they meet ‘Happiness’ (Eûdaimonía), who crowns them with her power 
so that they too are happy and blessed.12

This valorization of travel also looks to Odysseus, who ‘saw the cities of 
many men and learned their minds’ (Od. 1.3), as its model. In imitation of the 
Homeric hero, later philosophers, like the author of the Tablet, romanticized 
travel as the way either to acquire or demonstrate knowledge.13 For these 
thinkers, the life of the sojourner was purposeful and facilitated intellectual 
inquiry and freedom of thought.14 In contrast, then, to those who considered 
it shameful to be without home, city, property, or family, these philosophers 
championed the idea of world citizenship that wandering cultivated.15 For 
the Cynics, especially, the path of earthly roaming was not a choice but a 

6 For other examples, see Silvia Montiglio, Wandering in Ancient Greek Culture (Chicago, 
2005), 24-37.  

7 Hom., Od. 7.30-3; 8.28-9; 13.291-5; madness: Aesch., Prom. 738; Soph., Ajax 59-60. 
8 Hom., Od. 14.122-7, 379-81. See S. Montiglio, Wandering (2005), 91-4, 105-17.  
9 Pl., Phaed. 79c; Sen., Ep. 28; 69.1-2. See also Clem. Alex., Protr. 4: the ‘lack of under-

standing’ of the idolatrous results in ‘miserably wandering in error’ (toùv planwménouv t±v 
ânoíav Üv deilaíouv). 

10 Tab. Ceb. 5.2-3; 6.3 (trans. John T. Fitzgerald and L. Michael White, The Tabula of Cebes, 
Texts and Translations 24 [Chico, CA, 1983]). 

11 Tab. Ceb. 7.2; 19.4-5; 31.1-32.3. 
12 Tab. Ceb. 20.1-23.4. 
13 S. Montiglio, Wandering (2005), 94, 101-5, 123-46. 
14 On the connection between ‘wandering’ (âljteía) and ‘truth’ (âlßqeia), see Pl., Crat. 

421b; Soph. 136d; see also D.L. 1.30, 43-44; Mus. Ruf. 9; Epic., Diss. III.22.22. 
15 D.L. 6.29; Mus. Ruf. 9; Epic. Diss., I.9.1-6; II.10.3; III.22.47; III.24.19, 68-9; Dio Chrys., 

Or. 19.1-2; see also Arist., Nich. Eth. 1155a21. 
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necessity sanctioned by God.16 Although the job description for these divine 
messengers includes ‘suffering’ (páqov) and ‘toil’ (pónov), these cosmopoli-
tans effectively revalued such concepts to correspond with the true philoso-
pher’s faithfulness to his mission enlighten humanity.17

Early Christian Traveling Tales

Homer’s tale of Odysseus’ sojourning inspired contrasting discourses on travel 
in Greco-Roman literature. Roaming through the world was an ambiguous act, 
attracting attention and demanding explanation. Early Christians were not 
immune from this scrutiny, a point underscored by Celsus’ attack on Christian-
ity and Origen’s defense. The Apocryphal Acts also highlight movement 
throughout their narratives, drawing on the topoi related to travel to explore 
the nature of both Christian and pagan identities.18

The apostles in the Acts are regularly ‘on the move’: indeed, when John 
spends too long in Ephesus, the Smyrneans remind him that ‘God appointed 
you not to show attachment to one place’.19 As they arrive in new locales, 
however, they face confused and hostile crowds. Townspeople and leaders 
immediately classify these missionaries as ‘strangers’ (zénoi), ‘charlatans’ 
(âpate¬nev), ‘deceivers’ (plani), and ‘sorcerers’ (mágoi) whose mysterious-
ness upsets the traditional order of the city.20 Apostolic opponents thus view 
these newcomers as restless wanderers, a point demonstrated by the receptions 
Paul receives in Iconium and Andrew in Greece.21

In response, the Acts defend the apostles’ travel by avoiding words associ-
ated with the roaming life of the wanderer and instead select more neutral terms 
such as ‘going’ (eîsérxomai), ‘walking’ (peripatéw, badíhw, deambulo), and 

16 Epic., Diss. III.22.23-25, 56; Maximus of Tyre, Or. 36.5; Dio Chrys., Or. 13.9-10; see also 
Pl., Apol. 20e-21a. Dio Chrysostom imagines his own journeying through the figure of Odysseus 
and resignifies the words ‘wandering’ (plánj) and ‘to roam’ (âláomai) in a positive sense. On 
the divine call in Greek philosophy, see J.L. Moles, ‘The Career and Conversion of Dio Chrys-
ostom’, JHS 98 (1978), 96-100. 

17 Epic., Diss. III.22.54-55, 95; III.24.64; see also Pl., Apol. 22a-23a. See S. Montiglio, 
Wandering (2005), 152-5, 163, 171.  

18 This essay utilizes the numbering system and draws upon translations for the Apocryphal 
Acts found in Wilhelm Schneemelcher (ed.), New Testament Apocrypha, vol. 2, trans. R.McL. 
Wilson (Louisville, KY, 1992); Dennis Ronald MacDonald, The Acts of Andrew and The Acts of 
Andrew and Matthias in the City of Cannibals, Texts and Translations 33 (Atlanta, 1990). 

19 AJn 55. On the periodoi features in Acts and ancient novels, see W. Schneemelcher, New 
Testament Apocrypha (1992), 78-83. 

20 AThe 3.8, 15, 20; APl 7.4; APt 4; AA (Gregory’s Epitome) 18c; 22; AA (Passion of 
Andrew) 25; 36 (4); 51 (1); 62.8; AAM 24; 30; ATh 4; 16; 20; 21; 95; 96; 98; 99; 100; 138; 
152; 162. 

21 Paul: AThe 3.8, 11: ândrì zénwç âpatjloùv kaì poikílouv lógouv didáskonti. … 
plan¬n cuxàv néwn kaì parqénwn âpat¬n, ÿna gámoi m® gínwntai; Andrew: AA (Gregory’s 
Epitome) 18a, c: homo iniquuis and insania. See also ATh 99. 
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‘journeying’ (âpodjmía; êpidßmiov).22 This effectively redirects the signifi-
cance of their travel and intimates that their opponents are themselves deceived. 
Far from the chaotic movements of vagabond hucksters,23 the apostles emerge 
as focused and selfless travelers who instruct others and reveal God’s power.24 
Their movements also occur under the guidance of the divine.25 When John 
speaks to the Ephesians, for example, he states that his ‘travel’ (êpidjm¬ç) to 
the city was not an ‘idle journey’ (âpodjmía mataía) but a ‘divine mission’ 
(âpostol®n oûk ânqrwpínjn) designed to deliver the citizens from their 
‘error’ (plánj) caused by ‘unbelief’ (âpistía) and enslavement ‘to shameful 
desires’ (êpiqumíaiv aîsxra⁄v) (AJn 33).

Dissociating the apostles from the specter of restless wandering offers the 
audiences of the Acts the proper frame for understanding early Christian mis-
sionary efforts. At the same time, the speeches and miracles that accompany 
apostolic journeys thus become opportunities to classify their adversaries as 
victims of mental waywardness. John suggests as much in the Ephesian speech, 
yet the story of Drusiana and Callimachus drives the point home. In this epi-
sode, the sexually continent Drusiana receives her wish to die in order to pre-
vent Callimachus from acting upon his sexual urges for her (AJn 63). Yet the 
young man, fueled ‘by the fiercest lust’ (deinotátjç êpiqumíaç), goes to her 
tomb to satisfy his passions. His plan naturally fails and leads to his death and 
eventual resurrection by John. Following his subsequent conversion, he admits 
that he had suffered from ‘madness’ (manía) and ‘had been deceived with a 
shameful and foul deceit’ (âpatjqénta aîsxr¢ç kaì musar¢ç âpátjç) that 
caused him ‘great pain’ (ãlgov méga) and the ‘greatest sorrow’ (pénqov 
mégiston).26 Through his acknowledgement of God, however, John confirms 

22 AJn 33; 105; AAM 22; 24; AA (Gregory’s Epitome) 2; 24; 26; (Passion of Andrew) 2; 25; 
53 (3); ATh 42. In contrast to ‘exile’ (ƒeúgw) and ‘wandering’ (planáw), Plutarch (Mor. 607d) 
calls âpodjmía ‘the mildest (t¬ç praotátwç) of terms’. S. Montiglio (Wandering [2005], 194) 
notes that Philostratus (Vit. Soph. 488) cannot call Dio’s wandering âpodjmía because his 
furtive travel kept him away from the sight of others. Plutarch (Dion 15.2) too distinguishes 
‘wandering’ (planáw) from a ‘journey’ (âpodjmía). For apodemia as official travel, see Pl., 
Laws 742a; Ep. 317a; Arist., Ath. 11; Plut., Alex. 53.1; Phil. 13.1. 

23 See, for instance, Lucian’s depiction of Peregrinus (Peregr. 10; 16; 34; 38; 42). 
24 AJn 48; 52; 105; APt 5; AAM 7-18; AA (Gregory’s Epitome) 6; 7; 8; 9; 10 (Passion 

of Andrew) 53 (3); ATh. The idea of walking and talking is a Platonic theme, as noted by 
S. Montiglio, Wandering (2005), 173. 

25 Commissions: AJ 18; 112; AAM 1; ATh 1.1 (on the features of commission scenes, see 
István Czacesz, Commission Narratives: A Comparative Study of the Canonical and Apocryphal 
Acts, Studies on Early Christian Apocrypha 8 (Leuven, 2007), 24; divine commands: AJn 18; 
33; 41; 45; 48; APl 9.7; 10.7; APt 1; 5; AAM 2; 6; AA (Gregory’s Epitome) 10; 30; ATh 29-30; 
170. 

26 AJn 70, 76. Callimachus’ ‘great pain’ echoes Homer’s description of Odysseus’ ‘many 
sufferings’ (pollá … páqen ãlgea) (Od. 1.4). For additional references to internal wandering, 
see AJn 74: planjqéntwn; 85: êk t±v plánjv kaì ânjleoÕv âpátjv; 41: plan¢ç … peplán-
jntai; APt 34 (5): mainómenov; 38 (9): plánjv. 
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that he has exchanged his ‘madness’ (manía) for ‘rest and the renewal of life’ 
(ânápausin kaì ânakaínwsin bíou) (AJn 78).

Callimachus’ speech resignifies the terms associated with physical wander-
ing to describe the internal distress that consumes the bad man. Andrew’s fare-
well speeches also underscore this point. The soul’s lack of education, so the 
apostle maintains, makes them destined to wander on earth.27 Under the sway 
of the devil’s ‘deceits’ (âpatjlá), people alienated from God exhibit ‘vain-
glory’ (âlahÉn), a term that also denotes the ‘swaggering vagabond’.28 When 
exposed to the message of God, however, the unstable intellect experiences 
‘great distress and wandering’ (poll±v háljv kaì plánev) and assumes the 
role of a ‘restless wanderer’ (âlßtjv) who suffers in his search to become 
educated.29 Those who are receptive eventually resolve any inner dissention 
and convert. Others who refuse to heed the message condemn themselves to 
lives of spiritual roaming.30

The motif of ‘exile’ (ƒugáv; relegatus) distinguishes and sharpens the iden-
tities of good and evil characters. When Peter confronts Simon Magus, he 
recalls his expulsion of the magician from Judea six times.31 Simon’s final 
defeat then forces him to leave Rome for the house of another exile (APt 32 
(3)). A similar scenario appears in an exorcism scene in the Acts of Andrew 
when the apostle calls upon Jesus to assist him in ‘banishing’ (ƒugadeúwn) a 
demon. Immediately capitulating, the evil force exclaims, ‘I flee (ƒeúgw), 
servant of God! I flee (ƒeúgw) not only from this child but even from the 
whole city’.32 This concession, however, is not enough; Andrew commands its 
removal from any lands Christians occupy.33

The apostles thus relegate their enemies to live as wanderers on the fringes 
of the civilized world. Because non-believers are part of the demonic family, 
Andrew posits a world in which Christians and non-believers are incompatible 
races and alien to one another.34 For Christians, and especially the apostles, 
suffering in the world is therefore to be expected; it is even sanctioned by 
Jesus.35 Yet Andrew counsels his followers to flee from worldly entrapments 

27 AA (Passion of Andrew) 47 (15). 
28 AA (Passion of Andrew) 42 (10); 49 (17); 57 (6); see also AJn 36. On âlahÉn, see Ar., 

Clouds 94-104; 449; Pl. Char. 173c-d.
29 AA (Passion of Andrew) 4; 7. 
30 AA (Passion of Andrew) 62 (8): the proconsul Aegeates a ‘deceiver’ (âpatéwn), ‘maniac’ 

(maniÉdjv), and ‘alien’ (âllotríov); see also 35 (3). 
31 APt 17-18, 23: fugari, fugam, exfugatus, exfugavit, exfugasse, and effugatus.  
32 AA (Passion of Andrew) 5; see also AAM 27; AJn 41; 83; ATh 46; 77. 
33 AA (Passion of Andrew) 5. 
34 AA (Passion of Andrew) 40 (8); 49 (17); 50 (18); 55 (5); 62 (8); see also AAM 20; APt 36 

(7); ATh 32; 39; 61; 73; 75-76; 78; 109; 147. 
35 AA (Passion of Andrew) 41 (9); see also APl 9.6; 10.7; APt 2; 35 (6); 38.9; AAM 25-26; 

28; ATh 145. See also Judith Perkins, The Suffering Self: Pain and Narrative Representation in 
the Early Christian Era (New York, 1995), 128-30. 
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and attain ‘rest’ (ânápausiv) with God.36 To be an earthly stranger is thus a 
positive expression of wandering, one that allows the soul to remain unat-
tached to worldly temptations so that at death it might ascend to heaven to 
claim its rightful citizenship.37 As Andrew states, instead of acting like a 
‘sojourner of debauchery’ (tòn âswtíav pápoikon), Christians must ‘flee 
from everything that is merely transitory’.38

Spatial Practices: Modern Theory, Ancient Constructions

The apostles’ traveling tales suggest that the Christian, as Thomas states, 
should live as ‘a fellow-traveler’ with Jesus ‘in this land of error’ (suno-
doipórov êntaútjç t±ç xÉraç … t±v plánjv) (ATh 37; see also 61). Such 
sentiments contribute to a specific production of space at odds with Roman 
sentiments. Reading the empire’s conception of the world and its patterns of 
life alongside these Christian formations reveals the contours of two compet-
ing discourses and unveils the rhetorical strategies that the Acts deployed in 
their critical engagement of imperial authority.

To speak of a competition over space is to acknowledge it as a socially con-
structed phenomenon. This perspective views space as the site where physical, 
mental, and social space converge.39 Henri Lefebvre and Michel de Certeau 
have argued that these ‘spatial practices’ involve a dynamic interchange 
between different social groups with varying levels of access to knowledge and 
power.40 In this exchange, the dominant class manufactures space by employ-
ing ‘strategies’ that define and regulate the social order. These efforts seek to 
transform individuals into subjects and establish boundaries to determine what 
is ‘in’ and ‘out’ of place.41 Yet the dominated can resignify space through the 
use of various ‘tactics’ that resist the elite’s disciplinary procedures. While the 
first spatial practice is stable, ordered, and authoritarian, the second is trans-
gressive and creative, operating within these ‘gaps’ to fashion alternative ‘lived 
spaces’. Everyday practices enable people to reimagine their social world and 

36 AA (Passion of Andrew) 47 (15); 50 (18); 63 (9); see also AJn 113. 
37 AA (Passion of Andrew) 51 (1); 61 (8); 62 (8); see also Pl., Phaed. 65d; 80e; Theae. 176a-b. 

See also John’s plea to the Ephesians to ‘care for the soul’ (AJn 34; see also Pl., Apol. 29d-30b; 
Phaed. 107c-d; Char. 157a). 

38 AA (Passion of Andrew) 57 (6): pántwn äpazaplo¬v proskaíron peƒeúgete. 
39 Henri Lefebvre, The Production of Space, trans. Donald Nicholson-Smith (Oxford, 1991), 

11f., 30-3, 129. 
40 H. Lefebvre, Production (1991), 10, 36-46, 50, 142; Michel de Certeau, The Practice of 

Everyday Life, trans. Steven Rendall (Berkeley, 1984), 34-9, 115-8. See also Michel Foucault, 
Power, ed. James D. Faubion, trans. Robert Hurley and others (New York, 1994), 361: ‘Space is 
fundamental in any form of communal life; space is fundamental in any exercise of power’. 

41 Tim Cresswell, In Place/Out of Place: Geography, Ideology, and Trangression (Minne-
apolis, 1996), 11-27. 
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produce counterspaces or ‘heterotopias’ that represent, contest, and invert elite 
readings of space.42

Storytelling creates these spatial practices: in their ability to ‘select and link 
places together’, narratives are culturally creative acts possessing performative 
force – they ‘found spaces’.43 Stories accomplish this in their attention to the 
problem of limits. They define space, in other words, ‘by enumerating possi-
bilities, by demarcating the boundaries of what is possible’ within a particular 
field.44 De Certeau thus imagines the existence of overlapping and contrasting 
spatial stories designed to enforce, deconstruct, or transcend spatial parame-
ters. Such discourses ‘organize the play of changing relationships between 
spaces and places’.45

The spatial practices produced by Rome and the Apocryphal Acts reveal 
authors engaged in the type of ‘play’ that de Certeau envisioned. Roman space 
emerged through the mobilization of an institutional apparatus that sought to 
explain, classify, and order. Inspired by triumphalist mentality, a vast array of 
writers – poets, historians, geographers, and rhetoricians – produced and legit-
imated the character and breadth of the empire through their stories of Roman 
superiority.46 In these texts, the emperor was hailed as the ‘father of the world’ 
(pater orbis) and the empire ‘without limits’ had become ‘one homeland for 
all peoples throughout the world’, causing everyone everywhere to praise their 
emperor and cling to him for security.47 The combined picture from these 
accounts is clear: Rome was in complete mastery of both geographic and 
social space.

Yet Rome had very clearly not conquered the entire world or fashioned its 
tribes into a single group that affirmed the empire’s authority with one voice. 
The preface to the Res gestae asserts Augustus’ rule over the ‘inhabited world’ 
(orbis terrarum), a point that the emperor later contradicts with his admission 
that he had only managed to cement friendships with a number of distant 
nations (RG 31-32). Alternatively, Strabo worked around this discrepancy by 
distinguishing between the geographical and political meanings of the ‘inhab-
ited world’ (oîkouménj). While Rome progressively extended its influence 
into the farthest reaches of earthly territory, it retained supremacy only over the 
best parts: the pirates and nomads who lived along the geographical margins 

42 Michel Foucault, ‘Of Other Spaces’, Diacritics 16 (1986), 22-7, 24. 
43 M. de Certeau, Practice (1984), 115, 123. 
44 Bryan Reynolds and Joseph Fitzpatrick, ‘The Transversality of Michel de Certeau: 

Foucault’s Panoptic Discourse and the Cartographic Impulse’, Diacritics 29 (1999), 63-80, 69. 
45 M. de Certeau, Practice (1984), 118. 
46 Claude Nicolet, Space, Geography, and Politics in the Early Roman Empire (Ann Arbor, 

MI, 1991), 29-56, 95-122. See also Str., Geogr. XVII.3.24. 
47 Ov., Fast. 2.130; Ver., Aen. 1.278-279; Flor. 1. pref.; Plin., Nat. 3.39; Ael. Arist., Or. 

26.10; 29; 59; 68; 102. 
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were thus not considered members of the civilized world.48 Boundaries still 
existed, but for writers concerned only about Rome it was easy to dismiss as 
inconsequential what lay beyond their reach.49

These examples reveal discontinuities in Rome’s spatial practice. The Apo-
cryphal Acts exploit these interstices where the empire’s rhetoric could not 
match reality. For example, Jesus’ command to journey ‘to the ends of the 
earth’ in the canonical Acts (1:8) becomes a plot device in some of the Apo-
cryphal Acts to get the apostles to their respective missionary sites. When 
mapped onto Rome’s constructions of space, these episodes serve as reminders 
of the empire’s inability to subjugate the entire earth. This critique seems espe-
cially pointed in the Acts of Thomas (1.1), which uses the word klima, the 
‘latitudinal belts’ of the physical world, to describe the apostle’s geographical 
scope. In contrast to Strabo, who only provides a ‘general sketch’ of these 
belts and shows little interest in those that exist outside of the civilized regions 
of the world, this Christian story confidently proclaims a truly universal mis-
sion.50 Thomas’ missionary successes in India, a semi-barbaric land uncon-
quered by Rome and only partially known to its geographers,51 demonstrate 
how Christianity could succeed where the empire failed.

If Thomas challenges Roman authority at the fringes of the world, so too 
does Paul when he arrives at the heart of the empire. No stranger to opposi-
tion, the Acts of Paul records Paul fleeing from Antioch, suffering expulsion 
from Iconium, and experiencing prison sentences in Sidon, Ephesus, and 
Philippi prior to his entrance in Rome. At the capital, he attracts the emper-
or’s attention after he enrolls a few court officials into his newly formed 
‘army of Christ’ (11.2). Paul’s subsequent imprisonment, interrogation, death, 
and resurrection allow the author to expand upon the adversarial relationship 
between Christianity and Rome.52 Paul’s side naturally triumphs: the Roman 
populace condemns Nero as a raving lunatic, civil and military officials join 
the ranks of the converted, and Paul’s teachings survive his death to condemn 

48 Str. Geogr. XVII.3.24; see also II.5.34. See also Daniela Dueck, ‘The Geographical Narra-
tive of Strabo of Amasia’, in Kurt A. Raaflaub and Richard J.A. Talbert (eds), Geography and 
Ethnography: Perceptions of the World in Pre-Modern Societies (Oxford, 2010), 236-51.  

49 Sorcha Carey, Pliny’s Catalogue of Culture: Art and Empire in the Natural History 
(Oxford, 2003), 39. 

50 ATh 1.1: the apostles ‘divided the regions of the world’ (dieílamen tà klímata t±v oîk-
ouménjv); see also ATh 72; AAM 26; AJn 112: God sent the apostles ‘into the world’ (eîv t®n 
oîkouménjn); Str. Geogr. 2.5.34. See also D.R. Dicks, ‘The KLIMATA in Greek Geography’, 
CQ n.s. 5 (1955), 248-55. 

51 Str. Geogr. I.4.9; XV.1.53, 66. See also Katherine Clarke, Between Geography and His-
tory: Hellenistic Constructions of the Roman World (Oxford, 1999), 326-8. 

52 Ann Graham Brock, ‘Political Authority and Cultural Accommodation: Social Diversity in 
the Acts of Paul and the Acts of Peter’, in François Bovon, Ann Graham Brock and Christopher 
R. Matthews (eds), The Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles: Harvard Divinity School Studies (Cam-
bridge, MA, 1999), 147-9; János Bolyki, ‘Events after the martyrdom: missionary transforma-
tion of an apocalyptic metaphor in Martyrium Pauli’, in Jan N. Bremmer (ed.), The Apocryphal 
Acts of Paul and Thecla (Kampen, 1996), 92-106. 
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the emperor’s lawlessness and energize new converts (11.3-7). The inability 
to control this movement from the barbaric hinterlands exposes the bank-
ruptcy of Rome’s spatial practice and inaugurates a new age marked by the 
deliverance of the ‘whole world’ from the bonds of imperial lawlessness (7.2-
3; 11.3). 

The apostolic movements of Thomas and Paul thus raise the possibility of 
producing new counterspaces that reveal the presence of God throughout the 
world and even in the capital of the empire. Sometimes this transfiguration 
occurs in public spaces such as the Forum, a stadium, or a pagan temple.53 
More often, however, the authors choose spots where the elite gaze was not as 
intense: the house, prison, or graveyard. These are precisely the sorts of spaces 
that Lefebvre and Foucault identified as heterotopias because of their capacity 
to generate ideas antithetical to dominant space.54 In the Apocryphal Acts, such 
places become sites of engagement with Roman conceptions of social space 
while revealing the character of Christian community life.55

In elite Roman society, the house was a highly ordered space divided 
according to accessibility.56 As the center of daily business, vestibules, peri-
styles, and atria represented the most public areas: here uninvited visitors 
could congregate to conduct business with the paterfamilias. Invitations were 
required, however, by the head of the household to enter private spaces such 
as the dining room (triclinium) and bedroom (cubiculum). Yet even these 
spaces were multifunctional, with the paterfamilias using them to host ora-
tions, recitations, business meetings, and even trials.57 Male authority in these 
rooms, as well as the entire domestic sphere was theoretically absolute, as 
household management codes repeatedly assert.58

The apostles’ entrance into the oikos transforms this carefully regulated spa-
tial practice into a site where Christian community life flourishes. When they 
enter into houses, often at the insistence of their elite owners, the apostles 
assume a position at the top of the social hierarchy: they lead prayer sessions, 
receive visions, deliver instruction, oversee eucharistic meals, perform bap-
tisms, and enact miracles.59 Some of this activity appears to take place in spaces 

53 APt 15; APl 7.2; AJn 37-45. 
54 M. Foucault, ‘Of Other Spaces’ (1986), 24-7; H. Lefebvre, Production (1991), 42. 
55 For a discussion of the house and prison, see Judith Perkins, ‘Social Geography in the 

Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles’, in Michael Paschalis and Stavros Frangoulidis (eds), Space in 
the Ancient Novel, Ancient Narrative Supplementum 1 (Groningen, 2002), 118-31. 

56 Vit., Arch. 6.5.1-2. See also Andrew Wallace-Hadrill, ‘The Social Structure of the Roman 
House’, Papers of the British School at Rome 56 (1988), 43-97. 

57 Triclinium: Plin., Ep. 8.21; 9.17; see also 3.9; cubiculum: Plin., Ep. 5.3; Tac., Dial. 3.1. 
See also A. Wallace-Hadrill, ‘Social Structure’ (1988), 5944, 92-4. 

58 David L. Balch, ‘Household Codes’, in David E. Aune (ed.), Greco-Roman Literature and 
the New Testament: Selected Forms and Genres, Greco-Roman Literature and the New Testa-
ment 21 (Atlanta, 1988), 25-50. 

59 AJn 46; APt 9; 16; 18; 21; AThe 5-7; APl 9.6-7; AA (Gregory’s Epitome) 15; ATh 102; 
105; 131-3; 155-8. 
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designated as public, such as when John instructs a young man to resurrect the 
priest of Artemis he had brought to the door of Andronicus (AJn 46-47), or 
when Peter exorcises a demon from a young man in the courtyard of Marcellus’ 
house (APt 11). Yet in other instances the apostles appear in spaces reserved
for those invited by the head of the household. Thus, when Peter arrives at the 
house of Marcellus he enters the triclinium to find believers, including blind 
widows, gathered together listening to a recitation of the gospel (APt 20). At 
this point he delivers an oration on the importance of seeing God correctly and 
calls for a group prayer, which coincides with the appearance of a divine light 
that fills the room and heals the blind (APt 21).60

The bedroom is another private space that the apostles co-opt for their mis-
sionary efforts. John’s initial stay in Ephesus begins with Lycomedes’ invita-
tion into his bedroom to raise his wife Cleopatra, a miracle apparently wit-
nessed by a crowd of Ephesians. The apostle then visits another bedroom to 
engineer the resurrection of Lycomedes himself (AJn 21-24). Shortly thereaf-
ter, John expresses surprise when Lycomedes goes into his bedroom alone, 
apparently to pray without the apostles and other believers (27). The bedroom 
also plays central role in the Acts of Andrew (Passion of Andrew), although 
this time the setting is the house of an enemy proconsul Aegeates. In this epi-
sode Maximilla, the proconsul’s wife, invites the apostle into her bedroom to 
convert her brother-in-law, the philosopher Stratocles (6-8). Twice more the 
apostle delivers instruction in her bedrooms to embolden believers and to pray 
for Maximilla’s fortune in evading her husband’s sexual advances (13-16).

Through these stories the Acts reappropriate domestic space in support of 
the Christian mission. The apostles appear as confidants of the city elites, 
receiving invitations to stay in their houses and occupying spaces reserved for 
their closest confidants. Moreover, these places reveal Christianity in contesta-
tion with Roman notions of space. Whereas opponents identify the Christian 
teaching of celibacy as the reason for the destruction of their households and 
their identities as elite males,61 the authors of the Acts suggest instead that the 
apostles have reconstituted these houses as Christian heterotopias. They dis-
close the in-breaking of God in the world by turning houses into gathering 
spots for ‘pilgrims and the poor’: the oikos is where pagans convert, where 
Christians experience divine power, and where a Christian social ethic emerges 
under the authority of an apostolic paterfamilias.62

60 The triclinium may also be the setting for Paul’s sermon on chastity, which he delivered ‘in 
the middle of the assembly’ while the audience was eating (AThe 5-7). Thomas also teaches in 
the triclinium (ATh 131).  

61 APt 34 (5); AThe 15; AA (Passion of Andrew) 26; 51 (1); ATh 101; 106; 128; 138. See 
also Loveday Alexander, ‘“Better to Marry than to Burn”: St. Paul and the Greek Novel’, in 
Ronald F. Hock, J. Bradley Chance and Judith Perkins (eds), Ancient Fiction and Early Christian 
Narrative, SBL Symposium Series 6 (Atlanta, 1998), 240-50. 

62 AJn 30; 62; APt 10; 22; APl 9.6; AA (Gregory’s Epitome) 5; ATh. 
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The Acts’ inversion of Roman space also occurs in the public prisons, places 
of dishonor and reproach in the empire. Jails were temporary holding cells, 
usually for the lower classes, as they awaited trial or execution.63 Shackled in 
chains and living in squalid conditions, this space reaffirmed status distinc-
tions in imperial culture.64 Yet the Acts transform them into ad hoc meeting 
places for Christian fellowship. The apostles continue their missionary work 
by preaching to fellow prisoners (AA [Passion of Andrew] 28; ATh 108; 125) 
and offering instruction to visitors who seek to advance their instruction in the 
faith (AThe 18; AA [Passion of Andrew] 28; ATh 151). It is also from prison 
that Paul pens a letter to the Corinthians on doctrinal matters and reminds 
them that his authority stems from his incarceration (APl 8.2-3). The Acts thus 
imagine the prison as another site where God’s power resides: it is there that 
Andrew heals the blind and receives a vision from Jesus (AAM 21; 29) and it 
is there that miracles make it possible for the apostles to leave and return 
unharmed (ATh 122; 154; 161-2). Even in the darkness of the prison, then, the 
faithful come in contact with presence of the divine and in so doing turn a 
place of degradation into a site for rejoicing (ATh 107; 153). 

The Acts not only reverse normative meanings surrounding the prison, they 
also portray the communal spirit of Christianity surfacing at the graveyard. 
Like the prison, the tomb was a liminal space that inspires the Christian het-
erotopic imagination. Connecting the upper and lower worlds, the grave was a 
site for Romans to commune with ancestral spirits through meals and sacri-
fices (Ov., Fast. 2.547-70). Yet this intermingling of the living with the dead 
also conjured up associations with black magic and false wisdom. Witches, 
who according to Petronius ‘turn the whole world upside down’, were charged 
with wandering through the tombs, gathering ingredients, practicing necro-
mancy, and communing with the dead.65 The cemetery also developed a repu-
tation for attracting prostitutes and others interested in exploring the salacious 
side of life.66

Not surprisingly, the Acts reject these scandalous associations, preferring 
instead to depict the graveyard, like the prison, as a site for the exploration of 
Christian social mores and the demonstration of God’s activity in the world. 

63 T.J. Cadoux, ‘The Roman Carcer and Its Adjuncts’, G&R 55 (2008), 202-21; Fergus Millar, 
‘Condemnation to Hard Labour in the Roman Empire, from the Julio-Claudians to Constantine’, 
Papers of the British School at Rome 52 (1984), 130-2. 

64 Peter Garnsey, ‘Legal Privilege in the Roman Empire’, Past and Present 41 (1968), 3-24, 
14; J. Perkins, ‘Social Geography’ (2002), 125f. 

65 Pet., Sat. 63.9. See also Tibullus, Eleg. 1.2.45-48; Hor., Sat. 1.8; Ep. 5.15-7; 17.47-8; 
Prop., Eleg. III.6.39; Ov., Met. 7.206; Luc., Phars. 6.507-515; Apul., Met. 2.5, 21; 7.206; Hel., 
Aeth. 3.16. Roman law prohibited the exhumation of the dead (Paulus, Opinions I.21.4). See also 
Christopher Michael McDonough, ‘The Hag and the Household Gods: Silence, Speech, and the 
Family in Mid-February (Ovid Fasti 2.533-638)’, CP 99 (2004), 354-69, 356-7; Martha Habash, 
‘Priapus: Horace in Disguise?’ CJ 94 (1999), 285-97. 

66 Cat., Car. 59; Juv., Sat. 6 (Oxford frag. 14-6); Pet., Sat. 111-3. See also Christopher 
Nappa, ‘Catullus 59: Rufa among the Graves’, CP 94 (1999), 329-35. 
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The cemetery is the setting for Paul and his followers to fast and pray for The-
cla, who then reunites with them to increase their joy.67 More dramatically, 
Andrew’s defeat of demons at a roadside graveyard leads to the baptism of 
nearby residents and the founding of a church.68 Other spectacular sights such 
as visions, resurrections, and conversions occur at tombs. In the Acts of John, 
the apostle raises three figures at Drusiana’s tomb, one of whom becomes a 
believer (AJn 63-86; 87). Similarly, the resurrected Paul prays at his tomb 
with followers who meet and then baptize Roman officials (APl 11.5; 7). If 
these stories retain the sense of the grave’s liminality, they nevertheless invite 
readers to imagine how a place known for sorrow, terror, and shame might 
actually point to God’s immediate and enduring presence.

Walking Through the Apocryphal Acts

‘New social relationships’, in Lefebvre’s words, ‘call for a new space’.69 The 
Apocryphal Acts claim this space for Christians wherever they travel or reside. 
As John exclaims to his friends in Ephesus, Jesus remains with his faithful ‘by 
sea and on dry land’ and ‘in prisons … and in tombs, in bonds and [in] dun-
geons [and] in reproaches and insults’ (AJn 103). The Apocryphal Acts dem-
onstrate the validity of this claim by narrating the stories of apostolic travelers 
intent upon sharing their superior wisdom with a world that mistakenly views 
them as deceitful wanderers. Those who do accept their teachings, however, 
receive invitations to dwell in distinctively Christian ‘lived spaces’ that unveil 
and interrogate the arbitrariness of imperial spatial formations. If there is a 
rhetoric to walking, as de Certeau suggests, then the Apocryphal Acts produce 
spatial stories by letting the apostles’ feet do the talking.70

67 AThe 23-5: Thecla’s appearance elicited ‘much love (âgápj pollß) within the tomb’ 
(25). 

68 AA (Gregory’s Epitome) 6. 
69 H. Lefebvre, Production (1991), 59. 
70 M. de Certeau, Practice (1984), 100.  
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